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Investing in organic agriculture in a Less Favoured Area
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A farmer in a Less Favoured Area turned to organic agriculture and began growing ancient varieties of
cereals. He has achieved sustainability through niche, quality production.

Case Study: LEADER lump sum payments under the Polish
RDP [2]
Keywords:
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Poland

Poland’s RDP allocated a ‘lump sum’ funding package for LEADER Local Actions Groups to help them
prepare their Local Development Strategies for the 2014-2020 period.

Biking together

[3]
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Organising bicycle rallies as a means of promoting social interaction and integration.

Creating the Vistula valley cultural and culinary brand
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EU funding conrtibuted to create and promote a new cultural and culinary brand for the attractive
Vistula valley in Poland, helping the region to entice tourists.

Promoting traditional food products in Mazovia region,
Poland [5]
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A Polish NGO used EAFRD funding to promote local traditional foods from the Mazovia region through
a culinary trail, a food contest and a series of educational courses.

‘Treasures of the Mountain Spirit’ in Low Silesia, Poland
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EAFRD supported the successful development of a local brand in a mountainous area in
Lower Silesia, Poland. It enabled the local population to develop its unique cultural
diversity into a successful, integrated touristic product.

Destination “Pottery Village”
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The initiative reveals how various sources of funding can be used in a synergistic way to capitalise
upon local resources and tackle unemployment sustainably.

Brown Coal Mining Thematic Village

[8]
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LEADER funding helped the economic development of a small Polish rural village building on the local
community’s rich history.
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